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* Required

1. Name: *

2. Email *

3. Programme *

2019 - 2020



4.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Tamil

English

Mathematics

Physical Science

Biological Science

Economics

Computer Science

5.

6.

Mark only one oval.

Both expectations and competencies were clearly stated

Only one of the two was clearly stated

Both were stated but not adequately

Could not understand both clearly

No such orientation was given

4. If Bachelor's Programme,Pedagogy of School Subject: *

5. Batch *

6. 1. When you joined the college, you were oriented about expectations from

you andthe competencies you should develop on completion of the program?

*



7.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly agree

Agree

Not Sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree

8.

Mark only one oval.

To a very great extent

To a great extent

To some extent

Not very sure

Not of any help

9.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree

2. The teaching of theory courses helped you to become aware about the

working of school system in the country

*

3. Did the educational documents/reports available at the institution help you to

understand the education functioning?

*

4. You got an exposure to multiple modes of teaching learning in the college *



10.

Mark only one oval.

Regularly

As and when teacher specified

Occasionally

Very rarely

Not at all

11.

Mark only one oval.

Can use all ICT resources with ease

Can use some ICT resources with ease

Can use ICT resources in a limited way

Not so confident in using any ICT resources

Not at all capable in using ICT resources

12.

Mark only one oval.

Greater extent

Some extent

Occasionally

Very rarely

Not at all

5. Did you get opportunity to learn through internet- based sources during

your stay in the college?

*

6. To what extent did the teaching-learning in the college enabled you to be

capable of meaningfully adopting ICT based learning sequences for school

teaching?

*

7. The learning activities provided in the college helped you to develop

necessary competencies to become a teacher?

*



13.

Mark only one oval.

Very well prepared

Satisfactorily prepared

Somewhat prepared

Not well prepared

Not at all prepared

14.

Mark only one oval.

Very useful & adequate

Useful & adequate

Just barely adequate

Useful and adequate

Not at all useful & adequate

15.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly agree

Agree

Not Sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree

8. How will you were "prepared" for the practice of teaching in schools?* *

9. Did the orientation given for the school-based internship was useful and

adequate?

*

10. My experience in school during internship was very useful *



16.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly agree

Agree

Not Sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree

17.

Mark only one oval.

Strongly agree

Agree

Not Sure

Disagree

Strongly disagree

18.

Mark only one oval.

Greater extent

Some extent

Occasionally

Very rarely

Not at all

11. The internal evaluation in the college was relevant and impartial *

12. Overall qualities of teaching learning and Evaluation processes in the

college are good?

*

13. Did the mentoring process in the college help you to resolve the difficulties

in academic and personal matters?

*



19.

20.

21.

14. Name any two significant attributes which you have learnt helped you for

effective classroom teaching:

*

15. Mention any two of your expectations from Teacher Education Programme

which are fulfilled

*

16. Mention any two of your expectations from Teacher Education programme

which are not fulfilled

*



22.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Not Satisfactory

Very poor

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

17. Considering all your experiences with respect to teaching-learning and

evaluation process in the College how do you rate the College on a five point

scale

*

 Forms



STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY ON OVERALL INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE 2019 – 2020  

(Total Number of Responses –230) 

 

 

1. When you joined the college, you were oriented about expectations from you and the 

competencies you should develop on completion of the program? 

 

 

2. The teaching of theory courses helped you to become aware about the working of school 

system in the country 

 

 



 

3. Did the educational documents/reports available at the institution help you to understand the 

education functioning? 

 

4. You got an exposure to multiple modes of teaching learning in the college 

 

5. Did you get opportunity to learn through internet- based sources during your stay in the 

college? 

 



 

6. To what extent did the teaching-learning in the college enabled you to be capable of 

meaningfully adopting ICT based learning sequences for school teaching? 

              

7. The learning activities provided in the college helped you to develop necessary 

competencies to become a 

teacher?  

 

8. How will you were "prepared" for the practice of teaching in schools?* 



        

9. Did the orientation given for the school-based internship was useful and adequate? 

 

10. My experience in school during internship was very useful 

 

11. The internal evaluation in the college was relevant and impartial 



 

 

 

12. Overall qualities of teaching learning and Evaluation processes in the college are good? 

 

13. Did the mentoring process in the college help you to resolve the difficulties in academic and 

personal matters? 

 



17. Considering all your experiences with respect to teaching-learning and evaluation process 

in the College how do you rate the College on a five point scale 

 


